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A~,@l@-This paper describesa newdywic CMOS technique which

is fully racefree, yet has high logic flexibility. The circuits operate race-

free fro]m two clocks@ and ~regardlessof their overlap time. In contrast

to the critical clock skew specification in the conventional CMOS pipe-

Iineal circuits, the proposed technique imposes no restriction to the

amount of clock skew. The main building blocks of the NORA technique

are dynamic CMOS and C2MOS logic functions. Static CMOS functions

can ;also be employed. Logic composition rules to mix dynamic CMOS,

C 2MOS, and conventional CMOS will be presented. Different from

Domino technique, logic inversion is also provided. This means higher

logic flexibility and less transistors for the same function. The effects

of charge redistribution, noise margin, and leakage in the dynamic

CMCK3 blocks are also analyzed. Experimental results show the feasi-

bility of the principles discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N the conventional CMOS technique there is an inherent re-

dundancy of information. For each n-type device there is a

corresponding p-type device. In fact, a complete logic function

is built with the n devices and repeated with the p devices. Aa a

consequence of this approach, substantial amounts of silicon

are wasted, especially for complex logic. Also, power dissipa-

tion and speed are degraded by the extra area and extra tran-

sistors.

Another important problem of CMOS technique is clock races

in pipelined circuits. To latch the information between two

pipelined sections, transmission gates are usually employed. In
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Fig. 1, Signal races in CMOS pipe~ed circuits.

CMOS logic, these transmission gates are generally implemented

with p-n gates in parallel and controlled by clocks o and T, as

shown in Fig. 1. The use of single gates (p-or n-type) is to be

avoided in CMOS due to power dissipation and low noise

mar@ as a result of clock feedthrough and bulk effect. CMOS

p-n transmission gates, controlled by clocks o and ~, suffer

from signal races. As depicted in Fig. 1, this results from un-

avoidable overlap of the clock phases during the clock tran-

sitions. During the phase overlaps, all the transmission gates

are switched on, which may cause illegal flow of information,

depending on the ratio between the gate delay and the clock

skew.

This race problem is usually bypassed by a careful synchro-

nization of the two clock phases within a small fraction of the

gate delay (a few nanoseconds). This skew clock control is ex-

tremely difficult, especially for high speed technologies, for

unmatched clock loads or for distributed clock VLSI circuits

[1]. This leads to highly critical and untestable designs. A
possible solution to the clock race is the use of four clock phases

which, however, requires too much siliconl area.

To overcome the redundancy of information in the conven-

tional CMOS, dynamic circuit schemes have been proposed in
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Fig. 3. Internal delay race problem.

the literature [2] - [4]. Fig. 2 shows the dynamic CMOS build-

ing block. The desired logic function is implemented using

only n-type devices. The logic tree is connected to VDD and

groundthrough clocked transistors. There are two modes of

operation. First, for phase @= Othe output node is precharged

to a high level while the current path to ground is turned off.

Then, for phase @= 1, the path to the high level is turned off

by the clock and the path to ground is turned on. Therefore,

depending on the state of the inputs, the output node will

either float at the high level or will be pulled down.

A clear advantage of this CMOS dynamic block is the reduced

silicon area. Whereas there are 2 n transistors in a conventional

n-input CMOS gate, the dynamic configuration needs only

n + 2. ALSO due to the smaller area and consequently smaller

capacitances, power dissipation and speed are, in principle, im-

proved by the dynamic approach.

A strong limitation of this dynamic structure is the impossi-

bility of cascading the logic blocks for implementing complex

logic. Consider, for instance, the circuit in Fig. 3. During the

precharge phase, nodes 111 and fV2 are setup to the high level

“1 .“ In the evaluation phase (~ = 1), internal delay in block 1,

associated with a “1” -+ “O” transition of node JV1, can cause

an incorrect discharge of node i?2. This occurs because, during

the evaluation phase and while node iVl is still “1 ,“ there is a

direct path between node N2 and ground. When this path is

eliminated by the effective transition of node N1 to “O ,“ the

precharge information of node N2 could already be gone. We

define such a race as the “internal delay problem.”

In the Domino technique, Krambeck et al. [4] have solved

the internal race by placing a static inverter after every dynamic

block, as indicated in Fig. 4. During the precharge phase, the
outputs of all the static inverters are set up to a low level. Con-

sequently, all the n-type transistors driven by these inputs are

set up to an OFF condition. Now, during the evaluation phase,

internal delays cannot incorrectly discharge the dynamic stor-

age nodes since during the entire delay period the path to ground

is turned off.

A limitation of the Domino technique is the lack of inverted

signals. The combination of the dynamic block with the static

inverter gives a noninverted signal. This decreases logic flexi-

bility and, therefore, usually requires more transistors for a given

logic function. Besides this inconvenience, no provisions are

made to overcome the clock race problem.

VDD

Fig. 4. Domino circuit.

In the next section, a new technique called NORAis presented

which overcomes the above deficiencies, In Section III, the

properties of the NORA CMOS technique are analyzed and

proved. Logic composition rules to mix dynamic, static, and

C2MOS [5] logic functions are also derived. The dynamic

CMOS limitations are described in Section IV. Experimental

results and major conclusions are presented in Sections V and

VI, respectively.

II. NORA CMOS TECHNIQUE

The main building blocks of NORA technique are shown in

Fig. 5, The logic functions are implemented using n-type and

p-type dynamic CMOS and C2MOS blocks. Conventional

(static) CMOS function blocks can also be eventually employed.

Logic composition rules to combine these functions, preserving

the racefree properties, will be presented in Section III. As it

will further be shown, to guarantee a fully racefree operation

in pipelined circuits, the storage of information must always

be performed by a C2MOS function block (C2MOS latch

stage). In a previous paper [6], the NORA (NO l?xtce) tech-

nique was called n-p-CMOS, due to the possible employment

of n- and p-dynamic blocks, We decided to change the name

because the p-dynamic block is not essential to the racefree

principle; it is only used to increase the logic flexibility.

The pipelined circuit in Fig. 5 is defined as a @-section. For

phase @= O ~ = 1, the ~-section is in the precharge phase. The

outputs of all the n- and p-dynamic blocks are precharged to

“1” and “O,” respectively. Mso during this phase, the @section

inputs are in a sampling mode, i.e, these inputs are set up.

For phase @= 1 ~ = O, the @-section is in the evaluation phase.

The ~-section inputs are held constant, and the outputs of all

the dynamic blocks are evaluated as a function of the o-section

inputs and of the internal inputs 1. From these output results,

those which must be transferred to the next pipelined section

are stored in C2MOS latch stages.

In the circuit of Fig. 5, notice the following characteristics
(see Section III).

1) Inverted and noninverted signals are provided. When di-

rect coupling between dynamic blocks is desired, the logic

function is implemented by alternating p- and n-logic blocks.

If the inverter is required, a Domino like connection is em-

ployed, i.e, sequences of the same block type are used (n-

1For convenience, the inputs of a dynamic block have been separated

into section inputs and internal inputs. The section inputs are set Up
during the precharge phase. The internal inputs are set up during the
evaluation phase. For instance, in Fig. 5:

lN–section inputs

N 2, N 3–internal inputs.
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Fig.6. Pipelined system.

inverter-n or p-inverter-p). Compared with the Domino tech-

nique, this means higher logic flexibility and less transistors

for the same function.

2) n-p as well as p-n sequences are possible and the sequences

can be of arbitrary logical depth. Therefore, many logic levels

can be operated in only half a clock period.

-- By interchanging o and 7 in the circuit of Fig. 5, a ~-section

is obtained. A sequence of @ and ~-sections makes a pipe-

lined system, as shown in Fig. 6. For phase @= O ~= 1, the

@sections are precharged while the ~-sections are in the eval-

uation phase. The @-section outputs are held constant by the

C2MOS latch stages. Then, for phase @‘= 1 ~= O, the @-

sections are in the evaluation phase and the ~-sections are

precharged. Now, the ~-section outputs, evaluated in the pre-

vious phase, are held constant in such a way that the @sections

can use this information to compute the corresponding results.

In this way, there is a complete flow of information; with the

information traveling from one ~-section to the next ~-section,

from this to the next F-section, and so on.

III. NORA RACEFREE PROPERTIES AND LOGIC

COMPOSITION RULES

In this section the racefree properties of the NORA technique

will be carefully analyzed. L@c composition rules to com-

bine dynamic, conventional, and C2MOS function blocks will

also be derived.

A. Internal De.Lzy Racefree Property

The internal delay racefree property is defined as the capa-

bility of the dynamic block to keep its preckarge signal during

the delay time of the previous blocks to set up the internal

inputs. It is easy to prove that a dynamic block will have the

internal delay racefree property if the following conditions

occur ;

1) During the precharge phase, the internal inputs are setup

in such a way they cut off their corresponding transistors.

2) During the evaluation phase, the internal inputs are glitch-

free, i.e, these inputs can make only one transition.

From the above conditions the following results can be de-

rived:.

a) When the number of “static” inversions between two

dynamic blocks is even, complementary type of logic blocks

must be used for these two blocks (n-p or p-n). For instance

in Fig. 5, this corresponds to alternate p- and n-logic blocks

when the direct coupling between dynamic blocks is desired.

b) The same type of dynamic blocks (n-nor p-p) must be

used when the number of “static” inversions is odd. In Fig. 5,

this corresponds to Domino-like connections: n-inverter-n or

p-inverter-p.

c) Normally, after mixing dynamic blocks with static

CMOS, the circuit should be kept static up to the C2MOS latch

stage. Static functions can also be used after the C2MOS stage.

This should be done because in general “static” functions

driven by dynamic blocks are not glitch-free. (Exceptions are

the inverter and in some cases the NAND, NOR . . . .)

These logic composition rules can easily be implemented in a

CAD system like Dialog [7] for ~utomatic checking of the logic

design consistency.

B. Clock Racefree Properties

As indicated in Fig. 6, to have a worjcing pipelined system the

results generated during the evaluation phase must be held

constant until the end of the transfer phase. The latched infor-

mation should not be ziltered by the precharge signal or by

input variations. It will now be proven that after the evaluation

phase a NORA pipelined section keeps its output results in

spite of high-high or low-low clock overlaps (clock skew).

For simplicity, let us initially consider that all the circuits in

the pipelined section are built only with dynarnjc blocks; the

two exceptions being the C2MOS latch stage and the static in-

verter for connecting complementary dynamic blocks. For this

circuit, two possible cases should be analyzed.

Case I–Precharge Racefree

During the evaluation phase, the dynamic block which pre-

cedes the C2MOS latch stage has its precharge signal modified

by the inputs. Such a situation is indicated in Fig. 7 for an n-

type and a p-type dynamic block.

As indicated in Fig, 7, the alteration of the output information

is controlled by only one of the phases ~ or ~. Therefore, these

outputs are not influenced by the other phase. The outputs

are, for instance, completely immune to the overlap of the

phases. This kind of output latch ~ontrolby only one phase (~

or ~) is completely different from the conventional case with

transmission gates, where the output latch is controlled simul-

taneously by the two phases ~ and ~. In contrast to the

critical clock skew specification of the conventional transmis-

sion gates (few nanoseconds), the NORA technique imposes

no restriction to the amount of clock skew.

Note: Although the NORA circuit is immune to the overlap
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Fig. 8, Input variation racefree–precharge signalkept by the inputs,

of the clock phases, there could still be signal races for clock

signals with very slow rise and fall times (1 O to 20 times the

gate delay). In contrast to the clock overlap race this kind of

race is easily eliminated since it does not require control of the

clock skew and, also, the available time margin is much larger.

Case II–Input Variation Racefiee

The other possible case, i.e, when the dynamic block keeps

the precharge signal, is illustrated in Fig. 8.

If the dynamic block keeps the precharge signal, at least one

of the logic transistor should be driven off. If this transistor is

controlled by an internal input, the dynamic block which gen-

erates this input has also kept its precharge signal. This occurs

because the internal inputs are precharged in such a way that

the corresponding driven transistors’ are off. Therefore, there

must be at least one sequence of dynamic blocks with precharge

signals preserved. Fig. 9 depicts this sequence. Again, as shown

in Fig. 9, the alteration of the output information is controlled

by only one of the phases r#Ior T. Therefore, they are not in-

fluenced by the overlap of the phases.

For the case being analyzed, the racefree property has been

derived from the interelation between a dynamic CMOS block

And a C’ MOS latch stage. Let us now show that the input vari-

ation racefree property can also be derived by the action of

two C2MOS stages: “A NORA pipelined circuit is input vari-

ation racefree if the total number of inversions (static and

dynamic) between two C2MOS latch stages is even.” The proof

is indicated in Fig. 10. This racefree property can also be used

to solve the clock race condition of some conventional CMOS

circuits. An important circuit which can be built using the above

property is the shift register.

Combining the racefree properties derived from two C2MOS

functions and from C2MOS with dynamic block, the following

result can be proven.

&sEcTIoN’ &sEcTI ON \ 13-s~cT,oN\ *-sccT,oN \

Fig. 9. Input variation racefree–sequence of dynamic blocks with pre-
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Fig. 10. Input variation racefree–even inversions between two C 2MOS
latch stages:

“ 1“ modification “O” modification

rN1: 1 – + O @= 1-+ impossible* I Nl: O-+ 1 r~= O+impossible*.

rNx:O-”l[@’r’Nx:’-
Consider a NORA pipelined section, built with dynamic, con-

ventional, and C2MOS function blocks. Consider all the chains

of function blocks of this pipelined section, starting in a

C2MOS input stage (C2 MOS latch stage of the previous pipe-

lined section) and ending in a C2MOS output latch stage. The

NORA pipelined section is clock racefree if, for every chain,

the following conditions are satisfied:

1) Precharge racefree:

a) There is an even number of inversions between the

C2MOS output stage and the last dynamic block (see Fig. 11).

2) Input variation racefree:

bl ) There is a dynamic block in such a way that there is

an even number of inversions between this dynamic block and

the C2MOS input stage (see Fig. 12); or

b2) the total number of inversions between the two (input,

output) C* MOS stages is even (see Fig. 10).

If the pipelined section does not satisfy the clock race condi-

tions, generally, circuit modifications can be easily included.

By way of example, consider the nonracefree pipelined section

indicated in Fig. 13(a). For this example, the following circuit

modifications would eliminate the race condition:

1) conversion of one static function to dynamic function

[see Fig. 13(b)] ;

2) conversion of one static function to C 2MOS function

[see Fig. 13(c)] ;

3) placement of one static function after the C2MOS latch
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(b) Conversion to dynamic CMOS function. (c) Conversion to C2MOS
function. (d) Placement after the C2MOS output stage.

stage, provided that the racefree property of the next pipelined

section would not be destroyed” [see Fig. 13(d)].

IV. DYNAMIC CMOS LIMITATIONS

In this section the limitations of the NORA technique WY

be presented. These limitations are directly Telated to the dy-

namic storage of information and, therefore, they are common

to all the dynamic techniques.

A. C%argeRedistribution

The output signal of the dynamic blocks relies on storage

nocles. As indicated in Fig. 14, by commutation of an OFF

transistor to an ON state, a charge redistribution effect may ap-

Fig. 14. Charge redistribution in dynamic blocks.
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Fig. 15. Dynamic CMOS for low operating frequency.

pear between the output capacitance and the parasitic logic tree

capacitances.

Normally, there will be no charge redistribution between the

precharged node and the lo~c tree nodes controlled by section

inputs. This occurs because these inputs are set up during the

precharge phase and, therefore, the logic tree nodes will also

be precharged. Yet, some charge redistribution effect will

exist, if the precharge period after input set up is too small.

This extra period of precharge generally does not result in spepd

limitation for the pipelked system duq to the small capaci-

tances of the logic trees.

For the internal inputs, such attenuation of the charge redis-

tribution does not exist, since these inputs are set up only after

the precharge period. In this case, the charge redistribution

must be minimized by layout and by proper logic tree arrange-

ment. The transistors driven by internal inputs must be placed

as far as possible from the output storage node.

B. Leahzrge and Noise Margin

Another limitation of the dynamic CMOS techniques is the

leakage of the storage nodes. Due to clock feedthrough, power

supply variation, noise, etc., the inputs of the dynamic block

can be altered from the ideal zero and. VDD values. Conse-

quently, the logic transistors are driven to weak inversion. This

leakage effect imposes a limit to the lowest operating frequency

and to the noise margin of the circuit.

For lower frequency applications, a possible solution [8] is

the addition of a high impedance transistor, asshown in Fig. 15.

V. RESuLTS

In Fig. 16, a microphotograph of the chip designed to char-

acterize the NORA technique is shown. It contains serial full

adders, subtracters, s~ft registers, a 4-bit serial-parallel multi-

plier and some special structures to analyze charge redistribu-

tion, leakage, and clock feedthrough. Fig. 17 shows a NORA

serial full adder containing only 32 transistors. The pipelined

output sum is generated using only 20 transistors, compared

with 28 if conventional CMOS is employed. The circuit area is

130 X 318 Urn*, giving a density of 770 transistors/mm2 in a

5 ~m technology, which compare favorably with an NMOS

solution. The threshold levels of the n-type and p-type devices
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Fig. 16. Microphotograph of the chip to characterize the NORA-CMOS

technique.
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Fig. 17. NORA-CMOS serial full-adder-circuit diagram.

Fig. 18. NORA-CMOS serial full-adder–experimental results for

very large clock skew. (a) O + O + O. (b) 1 + O + O. (c) 1 + 1 + O.

(d)l+l+l. (e) O+ O+l.

are +1 V and -1 V, respectively. Fig. 18 shows experimental

results for very large clock skew = 150 ns at 1 MHz clock fre-

quency, without disturbing the circuit operation. Notice that

during the evaluation phase @= 1 @= O, the results are obtained
and then hold constant until the end of the transfer phase @= O

~ = 1. Also from experimental results, the minimum working

frequency was less than 1 kHz at room temperature, indicating

that the current leakage due to weak inversion is not a critical

limitation. The measured power dissipation of the serial full-

adder was 17 p W/MHz at a supply voltage of 5 V. The circuits

were designed for a maximum operating frequency of 14 MHz,

and the devices have been tested on the wafer probe up to

10 MHz. More careful measurements about speed and noise

margin are under investigation and will be presented in a later

publication.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new dynamic CMOS technique has been presented. The

NORA technique provides high logic flexibility, high speed cir:

cuits, and compact chip areas. A new concept of latch control

by only one clock phase was theoretically and experimentally

demonstrated. By this concept the critical clock skew specifi-

cation of the conventional CMOS technique is completely

eliminated. This simplifies the design and greatly increases the

reliability, feasibility, and testability of CMOS circuits, The

NORA technique also provides very high density layouts, which

compare favorably with NMOS solutions.
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